Year 3 Home Learning Letter – 25.03.20
Good morning, Year 3 – we’re halfway through the week! It’s flying by! Don’t forget, if you’ve got any
questions, want to send me any pictures of your learning or just want to say hi, send me an email to
year3teacher@kingsapps.co.uk or adminoffice@kingscopse.hants.sch.uk and I’ll reply when I can. Have a
lovely day!

Love Miss MacMaster xx

Spelling

Reading

Writing

Handwriting

Rule: Words with the ‘k’ sound spelt ‘ch’ (e.g. ache, anchor, Christmas, school, choir, echo)
Using your words from the last couple of days, write some silly sentences. Challenge
yourself to use as many of the words using ‘ch’ as the ‘k’ sound as you can!

The school choir was echoing in the Christmas
chemistry lesson.
You could… use a dictionary or the internet to check you have spelt them correctly.
Spend at least 10 minutes reading your choice of book. What made you pick that book off
the shelf? Are you enjoying reading it? Why? Why not?
You could… read out loud to someone at home and use different voices for the characters.
Save our habitat!
Write a paragraph to persuade humans to treat
animals with respect.
It is important that…
I strongly believe that…
Animals deserve…
Did you know that…?
Will you…?
Don’t forget to use Kinetic Letters and the correct
spelling and punctuation in your writing!
Draw trees next to
your margin and
practise writing some
words that use the
Fisher Family letters:

jump
girl
freedom
yellow

How many different ways can you represent the number 107?
Think about:
- pictorial representations (candles on a cake, dienes, Numicon, place value counters)
Maths
- number sentences (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division)
- facts you know about it (odd or even, where do you see the number in your life?, is
it part of a times table?)
Wider Curriculum
Choose
 Try and learn the lyrics (song words) to your favourite song.
from one of
 Design your own snack. You could design packaging for it, list the ingredients, think
these 3 jobs
of the method to cook it. You could even make it yourself! Ask an adult to help you in the
kitchen.



Explore this question: How do we know when it is spring?

